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My family and I have been involved with
Justice For All since being introduced to David
and his team during the Focus on the Family
Institute in the summer of 2003. We became
involved because of the alignment with our
family's values to see abortion become
unthinkable in our generation's lifetime.

Brian is still using his JFA training 10 years later. He
and his wife Micah (facing the camera) recently joined
a JFA outreach in their hometown city park.

Obviously many organizations exist that have
a similar goal, but none that I have found go
about that mission in the way Justice For All
does.
In particular, the following tactical reasons
are the differentiating factors that compel us to
be involved and support Justice For All:

Multiplication Principle - Justice For All's training model that includes "Seat Work" and
"Feet Work" with mentorship by Justice For All staff members is not only pedagogically sound,
it is a "train-the-trainer" model that provides the groundwork for multiplication. This allows
for our time and financial investment to multiply exponentially.
Engagement at a Critical Age - Many of us have experienced the exchange of ideas that
occurs on a college campus and the life inflection point the college years represent. Justice
For All is there, offering the great proposition that the unborn is human like you and I.
College students change their minds on many issues during these critical years; why not on a
topic that could not be more crucial than abortion? In addition to engaging high school and
college students, JFA is exploring additional tools to begin the conversation about the
humanity of the unborn at a younger age.
An End to the Culture of Silence with an Ecumenical Voice - Too many followers of Jesus
sit on the sidelines waiting to be put into the game. Justice For All has player-coaches that
call us into the game to engage our fellow citizens in discussions about the value of the
unborn. Even better, these coaches come from many perspectives within the Church. This
creates a unified mission for the Church, as it is represented at Justice For All, to make
abortion unthinkable.
I would encourage everyone to become involved with Justice For All. Come out to a
campus event. I have been to campus events in three states, and each one was different.
Give your time and provide the financial means for Justice For All to accomplish the mission
of training thousands to make abortion unthinkable for millions, one person at a time.
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